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HOW TO DO A FACEMASK
It has come to my attention that some people might be struggling with some of the instructions I included in 
the satirical article on the front of Monday’s ‘Sheet. I apologize if any of my instructions were unclear, I will 
work now to clarify what I meant re: my first point, face masks. I have also properly employed spell check 
throughout writing this piece so that these new instructions could be understood as clearly as possible, and 
while I am not graded on the work I put into the Bullsheet, I am glad no one will be confused because I am 
bad at spelling.

The first step for most face masks, whether they be a mud, creme, or sheet mask, usually involve washing the 
face first. To use my own skincare practice as an example, I usually do a condensed version of my daily face 
washing regimen, usually just using my cleanser with some warm water. I would give you more background 
on my full skincare regimen but I know that people don’t care about my personal opinions or relevancy. So I 
will continue on with the face mask.

This next step is where things might differ depending on which type of mask you are using. For a sheet 
mask, the next step is to apply the sheet directly to the face and then leave it there for the instructed time 
period, usually between 15 or 20 minutes. With a gel or mud mask, the application is a bit more complicated, 
you must apply the mask in an even layer across the face, or across your blemish zones depending on the 
goals of the mask, and this is best done with either your fingers or if we’re feeling fancy, a mask brush. Then, 
you wait until the mask has completely hardened or dried, this can take between 20 or 25 minutes depending 
on the thickness of your application. While waiting for the mask to dry is a good time to focus on yourself, a 
little moment of self care, if you will, whether this means watching a favorite show on Netflix, or meditating, 
or making tea. It is a bad time to get worked up over the opinions or jokes of people you have never met. 

Once the mask is dried, or with the sheet mask your instructed time has elapsed, you can take the mask off. 
With a sheet mask, this usually means throwing the mask directly into the trash and either rubbing in the ex-
cess mask liquid, or washing your face with a little bit of water, depending on the mask’s instructions. With 
mud, clay, or creme mask, you will usually need to wash off the dried mask with warm water. I find that this 
is best done with a damp washcloth or rag, but you might have your own preferred method of mask wash 
off! Once all of the mask is washed off, you’re done! You’ve successfully completed a minimum level self 
care task - congratulations!

Readers, you may note that throughout this article I used phrases like “usually” and “instructions might 
differ,” and I included these phrases in an effort to highlight that everyone has different and varied experi-
ences and the understanding that my own regularly used facemask process may not be everyone’s favorite.
You might hate how I apply face masks, but it is okay because I understand that not everyone will apply face 
masks in the same way, or even enjoy face masks as a step to self care. But, I do hope that these thorough in-
structions have helped you all improve your skincare and self care regimens, but of course only in your own 
ways. I am not trying to tell anyone how to live their lives or apply my face masks for me. That would be a 
misuse of the Bullsheet and my position as an editor. 
        

-Sophia Menconi, Senior Editor
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Zachary Correia 
Welcome back, fellow Denisonians. I think we can all agree that spring semester involves a more difficult adjustment than fall semester, and instead of seasonal depression hitting in the middle of the semester, you start the semester with it. Whew. Remember my Tim Horton's review? This is going to be similar, but about a different fast food item: McDonald's Egg McMuffins. Let me tell y'all- these hit different when you're losing hope. The artificial American cheese- the taste of something that is one molecule away from being plastic, the perfect, crispy texture of the muffin, and the egg which is advertised as freshly cracked. It tastes good, but I am not sure how fresh it truly is. Anyway, the point is that this sandwich is delicious. Sometimes you just have to succumb to the horribly toxic American food system. All three of these components create the perfect breakfast sandwich. I prefer mine without Canadian bacon, because it *slightly* lowers my carbon footprint. This sandwich is perfect, but you have to make sure that you eat it while it's hot. I went to the McDonald's in Heath near the Indian Mound Mall (yes, I also believe that the name is ethically deplorable), and it cost a hot $1.94. I went to a different McDonald's and it was $3.19, so I would recommend the McDonald's in Heath. Bring eight quarters, two dollar bills, a two-dollar bill, or two-hundred pennies- however you prefer. Believe me when I say that this... THIS is another example of a "little-thing" worth being compared to the warm fire you want to retreat to at the end of the day. This is not sponsored, but I will be a McDonald's stan until the day I die, and (some of) you KNOW how much I hate corporate America.
                                                                      �

Zachary Correia 
-Charlie Schweiger, Junior Writer/Editor in Training
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ANOTHER BREAKFAST REVIEW BY CHARLIE 

Zachary Correia 
Zach
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Since we are on the topic of food there is one food that tops them all: Chipotle Mayo. 
Ok, so it's really a sauce (or a “condiment” if you’re one of those people) but in a day-in-age where Whoppers are plants and alcohol is just spiked bubbly water anything is food. Anyways, there is just something about this food that makes it so perfect. Maybe it is because it is a walking contradiction of itself. It is mayo (white people’s favorite) mixed with spice (toxic to white people). It is as if Pete Buttigieg had support not just among white people. The two shouldn’t go together but in this case they do. Or maybe it is one of the few orange sauces out there and who doesn’t like changing things up from time to time? It just tastes amazing and goes on anything that’s not already covered by ranch (I’ll never abandon you ranch though, you’re still my main sauce). If you want to be adventuresome and experience the joy that has all the  health hazards errr…. I mean benefits of mayo with the kick of a not really hot spice, you can get it on anything in Slayter and they sometimes have bowls of it in Huffman and Curtis. 

Zachary Correia 
CHIPOTLE MAYO

Zachary Correia 
- Zach Correia, Head Writer
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HOW TO KEEP YOUR SELF ENTERTAINED DURING THE 
IMPEACHMENT TRIAL

If you are like the millions of Americans that are watching the 12-hours-a-day Senate impeachment tri-
al of President Trump you may be getting a little bit bored. That’s ok, republican senators are too. Even 
with the trial being about the riveting allegations that the president obstructed the carrying out of justice 
in the U.S. House’s investigation into the president’s potentially illegal withholding of aid money to 
Ukraine for political reasons it can still be a little eye-glazing. So here are five ways to stay engaged:

Remember that you are watching the erosion and fall of a republic. That’s doesn’t happen every day 
you know!

Pry that American just has a better series finale than Game of Thrones.

Some of the House Managers and the president’s defense team are real cuties. <3 Adam Schiff.

Drunk calling your senator’s office is always a fun time. 

Everyone no matter the eventual outcome (acquittal) is going to be pissed. So open up twitter, read the 
Facebook comments and ride the rage-train baby to election day!

-Zach Correia, Head Writter 
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